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	Proceedings 2010 – 4th International PDF/A Conference in Rome
In 2010 the 4th International PDF/A Conference took place in Rome. The proceedings “PDF/A forever” collect all presentations of the international speakers. [...]
	A Historic Setting for the 4th PDF/A Conference Sets the Stage for the Future
The PDF/A Competence Center, the professional association of the PDF/A community, expects great progress in PDF/A adoption over the next two years. The Center’s new Board reflects increasing international focus, with Germany’s Olaf Drümmer as the new chairman of the Board, new vice chair Duff Johnson from the United States and new Board member Stewart Rogers from the United Kingdom. [...]
	PDF/A and Records Management in the Netherlands
As we all know, records management is “…the field of management responsible for the efficient and systematic control of the creation, receipt, maintenance, use and disposition of records, including processes for capturing and maintaining evidence of and information about business activities and transactions in the form of records.” (Source: ISO 15489). [...]
	PDF/A at the Road and Transport Authority of Dubai
When the Road and Transport Authority (RTA) of Dubai was established in 2003, its main focus was to create and service a world-class infrastructure for Dubai. Handling the mammoth amount of information generated during the creation and servicing of this infrastructure was a big challenge. [...]
	Session Intro – Track B: Public Administration
Since 2006, the requirement for using the PDF/A ISO standard as a preferred document format has been increasing in proposals and projects of public authorities and administrations. There are even some national agencies that now explicitly require PDF/A as their standard archiving format. This follows the concept of relying on open standards, instead of company-specific formats which can lead to problems in handling the documents in the future. [...]
	nestor – the German Network of Expertise for Digital Preservation
nestor is the German competence network for digital preservation. Its purpose is to bring together the existing know-how and the competencies with regard to digital preservation in Germany.  [...]
	Website Archiving to PDF/A – Customer Story: UBS
UBS AG is implementing a ground-breaking project together with PDF Tools AG for archiving business-critical web pages in a manner compliant with auditing requirements. The result: enhanced security for documentation and review of communications contents. And the corporate archivist is very happy. 
 [...]
	Session Intro – Track A: Archives and Libraries
The articles in this chapter contain the content of the Conference Track A: Archives &#038; Libraries. For archives and libraries, “long-term archiving” virtually means “forever”! Special measures are required for both hardware and software, and PDF/A can fulfil many of the requirements for software and file formats. [...]
	Optimising PDF/A Documents for Large Archives
Nowadays, activities between enterprises and end-users are collectively referred to as B2C (Business to Consumer). This class of business, also commonly known as e-business, typically involves a high volume of communication in the form of offers, invoices, order confirmation, performance reports, policies or bank statements. While the volume of individual, physical documents (in the vernacular – letters) continues to fall in almost all countries, the percentage of electronic documents distributed as e-mail or via web portals increases disproportionately. When these documents have to be facsimiles of the original paper form there is no getting around PDF and as a consequence PDF/A. [...]
	Accessibility in PDF and Elsewhere
We often forget that a significant percentage of all printed pages produced every year are not books, manuals, newspapers and other such documents. The bulk of printed output are the insurance policies, bank statements, telephone bills, invoices, statements and other documents that are sent to our homes. The quantity of these documents produced annually number in the hundreds of billions of pages. In the United States alone, over 80 billion transactional mail pieces are sent annually, each including multiple pages.  [...]
	Archiving E-mails with PDF/A
The legal requirements for archiving business documents are increasing the need to also archive e-mail correspondence. This raises the question of which archiving format is most suited for the long-term archiving of e-mails. The PDF/A-1 standard also opens up new possibilities for using a uniform long-term format that contains the document character of an e-mail, can be searched for full text and, at the same time, can contain important metadata. A concept for converting e-mails to PDF/A documents is introduced and particular attention is paid to the process of handling file attachments. [...]
	Reproducibility of Archived Documents
Documents must be archived. Electronic archiving has become a universally recognized and practical method of digitally maintaining information. The formats that are used vary from simple raster formats (BMP, PNG and so on) to formats that have complex structures (MO:DCA, AFP) and also include PDF and PDF/A. As the complexity of the individual formats increases, the requirements for the structure and completeness of the documents must be adjusted accordingly and realized consistently. The aim is to ensure that you can reproduce these documents even after a long time. It only becomes clear at the time of the reproduction whether the criteria for a successful reproduction were also consistently implemented and realized.  [...]
	PDF/A-2 – Technical Overview
The Portable Document Format – developed by Adobe Systems and first published in 1993 – offers a series of beneficial and hitherto unavailable characteristics. In addition to platform independence, this includes reliable rendering of page oriented contents. All components of a file such as fonts, texts, images and graphics are included in the PDF file itself. These advantages made PDF a candidate for standardization for selected usage areas and industries. What all standards have in common is that, as subsets, they restrict the extensive features of PDF and, in this way, optimise it for special application options. [...]
	Italian IT network CGN enables 20,000 Professionals to Submit PDF/A-Deeds
Final balance sheets, constitutional deeds, changes and operations on company shares, business transfers, modifications to company agreements, acquisitions, mergers, dissolutions and cancellations: the common denominator to all the annexes delivered to the Companies’ Register is PDF/A format. [...]
	Receiving Deeds in PDF/A Streamlines Public Administration
When legislation and practice converge, complying with the regulations is simpler. That’s been the case with the deeds that firms deposit with Infocamere, the Italian Chambers of Commerce Companies’ Register.  [...]
	Preface – Proceedings 2010
Rome – Can you think of a better place for a conference on long-term archiving than the Eternal City? We are pleased to conduct our 4th International PDF/A Conference in Rome and hope we have organised an interesting program and event in cooperation with our Italian partner, 4IT Group. [...]
	PDF/A Making Inroads in the USA
Can a four year old standard have a past that anyone would care about? The answer is yes, if the past begins with the adoption of the personal computer and the proliferation of desktop document creation.  [...]
	The Knowledge Map: How to Take Advantage of XMP Metadata
Adobe Systems Inc. is using the slogan “Adding intelligence to media” for their XMP standard. The question which will be discussed in this article is: “How can the metadata in XMP be reused in an easy way, and how can a corporation take advantage of this information?”
 [...]
	XMP Metadata Primer
Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) is a metadata framework developed around 2001 by Adobe, and the first version of its specification was published in January 2004. [...]
	Accessibility – What PDF/A-1a Really Means
PDF/A-1a is the higher of the two conformance levels for PDF/A. This article explains that the “a” stands for “accessible”, and provides an overview of the end-user, business, regulatory and operational significance of conformance level “a”. Finally, we introduce PDF/UA, the forthcoming International Standard for accessible PDF.
 [...]
	SAP and PDF/A – PDF/A in Product Life Cycle
With its integrated document management system, SAP enables a number of document-heavy business processes in industrial companies to be depicted. Documents are not only stored and found on the basis of their metadata – they are also directly linked with their usage in business processes. This procedure is based on practical experience, which tells us that the vast majority of documents in a company have a usage in ordering, production, maintenance, quality assurance etc. which is already defined when the document in question is created. In all cases, long-term reproducibility is required, so PDF/A recommends itself as the file format. [...]
	Session Intro – Track C: Business to Consumer
In business-to-consumer relationships, the topic of PDF/A also crosses over to the consumer. When individual correspondence is used in communications between companies (or other organizations) and consumers, it is relevant for archiving. The correspondence is sent via e-mail or can be downloaded from a web portal, exposing the consumer to long-term archived documents. [...]
	Session Intro – Track 3: Accessibility and Metadata
The year 2011 is going to be an interesting one. Not only will PDF/A see the addition of a second part – “PDF/A-2” – to catch up with technological developments; some related standards will also enter the stage. [...]
	Session Intro – Track 2: Legal Certainty
The archiving of information and documents takes up more and more space in the modern information society. On the one hand, the number of new documents, whether paper-based or already electronic, increases every year. On the other hand, legal and organisational regulations demand that these documents are maintained for many years or even many decades.  [...]
	PDF/A from Document Management to Graphic Arts
Talking about PDF/A and PDF/X, or other specific PDF standards, means talking about two different worlds: Information Technology (IT) and Graphic Arts (GA). These two worlds are tightly connected in most document management environments but were created using different approaches. [...]
	PDF/A 101 – Introduction to PDF/A
A new PDF-based standard capable of guaranteeing document management, whether they need to be archived or reproduced in hard copy in large volumes. How do you make your documents compatible with this new standard? 
 [...]
	Session Intro – Track 1: What You Need to Know About PDF/A and PDF/A-2
The articles in this chapter contain the conference presentations from Track 1: What you need to know about PDF/A, for novice to intermediate level users. [...]

